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Abstract
Introduction
Cold plasma is a self-sterilized, painless, and non-contact method in surgeries. These properties allow it to be
applied to the living tissues and heat-sensitive parts. The aim of this study was to design a new cold plasma
producer device and evaluate the effects of cold argon plasma on decreasing the coagulation time of blood
drop in vitro and that of the injured liver blood in vivo.
Materials and Methods
In an experimental study, two blood drops of a normal healthy human were placed on a glass slide. The
experimental sample was irradiated by plasma until the complete coagulation occurred, while the control
sample remained intact. The complete coagulation time was then measured for both samples. In another part
of our study, 20 rats were divided into two experimental and control groups and anesthetized for
experimentation. Livers of the rats in the control group were incised and the bleeding time was measured
until complete coagulation. Livers of the experimental rats were irradiated by plasma after being incised, and
the complete coagulation time was measured.
Results
Cold plasma treatment increased the speed of blood coagulation in both blood drop in vitro and the injured
liver blood.in vivo. Histopathological examinations revealed that plasma treatment caused no significant
tissue damages as compared with the control group.
Conclusion
The use of argon plasma coagulation device at the time of surgery, in addition to accelerating blood
coagulation, caused no injury and burning on tissues. Plasma increases the platelets activation, fibroblasts
proliferation and fibrin production. the mechanism of action is likely mediated by exogenous nitric oxide.
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1. Introduction
Cold plasma technology may well serve as a viable
alternative to electric knives in surgical operations,
since it accelerates blood coagulation, stops
bleeding, and sterilizes the injured part at the same.
Currently, blood coagulation is an important issue
in medicine, in particular regarding wound
treatment [1-5]. This project was undertaken to
evaluate the effects of cold argon plasma on
decreasing the coagulation time in vitro and in
vivo. Plasma has so far been the subject of many
biological and medical studies. It is an ionized gas
made up of charged particles including ions,
electrons, free radicals, and neutral atoms. It can
also be produced out of helium or argon at
atmospheric pressure. The air in the atmosphere
and other gas mixtures may also be used for
making plasma [4,6-8]. Since 30 years ago, hightemperature plasma technology has been employed
locally in many surgeries for purposes such as
coagulation, treatment of vascular constriction
(microvascular abnormalities, especially in the
digestive system), and removal of tumors [9-12].
However, due to inflicting serious histological
damages, it was gradually replaced by semithermal and non-thermal (cold) plasma method.
Cold plasma refers to the fact that argon is
characterized by slow ionization and the produced
ions take the room temperature very rapidly
(within a fraction of a second). Cold plasma is a
self-sterilized, painless, and non-contact method.
These properties would allow it to be applied to the
living tissues and heat-sensitive parts without
significant tissue damages [13]. The cold plasma
method is now widely used in medical science for
accelerating the coagulation of blood in particular
during surgical operations [9,10]. It would be
highly desirable if the plasma produced by our

student-made device can both increase the speed of
blood coagulation and cause no damages or
necrosis in tissues. Because of the sterilizing
property of plasma, our device may prove useful
for accelerating blood coagulation time and
recovery of injuries in medical practices.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cold plasma generating device
The device used in this work for the production
of cold argon plasma (Figure 1) was designed
and made by the students majoring plasma
physics at the Science and Research Branch,
Islamic Azad University, Tehran. This device
that is formally registered under patent number
74562 can be used under atmospheric pressure
at room temperature. It is made up of a glass
tube 5 cm in length and 8 mm in outer diameter
in which a movable nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr)
electrode of 11 cm in length and 1 mm diameter
is inserted. Since the electrode inside the tube is
movable, it can be adjusted to the extent that
the high performance of plasma is obtained.
Seven cm of the total length goes inside the
tube (Figure 1).
The electrode is covered by a 4 mm diameter
insulating material made of Pyrex. Another
electrode made of aluminum in the form of a
thin layer with 2 cm in length is wrapped
around the glass tube to produce plasma with
higher quality and length. The device is kept
fastened by an aluminum holder. This metal
holder has a gas inlet to which a flow meter is
connected.

Figure 1. Cold-plasma generating device. Seven cm of the length of the movable electrode is inside the glass tube
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Flow of argon gas is 1.5-2.5 liters per minute
in the device and the produced plasma finds
way out of the glass tube as the output.
Experiments show that argon under 2 liters per
minute pressure results in plasma with higher
quality and length. Our device operates under
50 HZ, 1.1 kV and 0.1 mA.
2.2. Rats
For in vivo experiment, adult male Wistar rats
weighting 180-200 g were purchased from the
Pasteur Institute of Iran. The rats were kept in
the animal room under controlled temperature
23±3 °C and a photoperiod of 12 hours light –
12 hours dark. During the experimental period,
the rats were fed with enough food and water.
The tests for both sample and control groups
were
administered
under
similar
environmental conditions and ethics in animal
works were observed to handle the animals.
2.3. The effect of cold plasma on in vitro
blood drop coagulation
Two drops of blood of a healthy man were
dropped on a glass slide; one drop was taken
as the control sample and the other as the
experimental sample. Both drops were equal in
size. The experimental sample was
immediately irradiated by plasma until
complete coagulation, took place but the
control sample remained intact. The complete
coagulation time for both samples, were
examined and measured by naked-eye and by
an optical microscope.
2.4. The effect of cold plasma on in vivo
coagulation of injured liver blood
Twenty rats were divided into two groups,
sample and control. The rats were anesthetized
by subcutaneous injection of ketamine and
xylazine and were shaved before undergoing
surgery. An incision one cm in length way

made in the rats liver. For the control group,
bleeding time was measured until complete
coagulation and clot formation. For
experimental group, the livers were irradiated
by plasma immediately after incision and the
bleeding time was measured until complete
coagulation. Thereafter, liver tissues were
removed and fixed in 10% formalin buffer
solution for tissue study. It should be noted
that plasma irradiation was used in
monotonous and uniform manner to avoid pain
and localized lesions.
2.5. Experiments on tissues
Liver tissue samples were placed in 10%
formalin buffer solution. Using conventional
methods, the fixed samples were processed
and then molded in paraffin and cut into 3-5
micrometer sections by microtome. The
sections were then stained with hematoxylin
and
eosin
by
standard
methods.
Histopathological examination of the samples
was performed by an optical microscope.
2.6. Statistical analysis
All the data are presented as means± standard
error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis
was carried out by one-way ANOVA followed
by a Tukey’s post-hoc test. The criterion for
statistical significance was P<0.05.

3. Results
3.1. The effect of cold plasma on in vitro
blood drop coagulation
In vitro examination by the naked-eye and
optical microscope revealed that in control
group, after about 8 minutes, the blood drops
on the slide were thoroughly coagulated,
whereas in the experimental group, it took
only 10 seconds to be completely coagulated
after plasma exposure treatment (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Optical image of blood drop coagulation. The experimental sample (left) has turned dark with observable clots
10 seconds after plasma treatment. The control sample (right) is still at partly-coagulated phase after 10 minutes.

3.2. The effect of cold plasma on in vivo
coagulation of injured liver blood
Total coagulation time for blood samples from
the incised liver in the control group was 4.5
minutes, while for the experimental group,
plasma treatment reduced the coagulation time
to 12 seconds which is significantly lower.
Histopatology examination of the liver in the
control group showed a slight necrosis area
with thickness of 10 microns (Figure 3). In the
experimental group, the thickness of the
necrotic area was approximately 12 microns
and the cells in the lower layers were entirely
normal with no sign of damage (Figure 4). No
significant tissue damages were observed in
the plasma-treated group (Figure 4) when
compared with the control group (Figure 3).

.

Figure 4. liver tissue sample of the experimental group
(irradiated by plasma for 12 seconds) with greater
magnification: the thickness of the necrotic area (arrow)
is approximately 12 microns. Normal liver cells can be
seen under the necrotic area (arrowhead) (H&E, 640×).

4. Discussion

Figure 3. liver tissue sample of the control group: The
incised area (I) with some taken-off liver cells
surrounded by healthy hepatocytes (arrowhead). A
slight necrosis (arrow) with thickness of 10 microns can
be observed (H&E,640×).
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The cold plasma generating device was
designed and made by our team. It is a plasmagenerator that uses argon to produce cold
plasma at atmospheric pressure. Among the
various gases used for making cold plasma,
argon plasma has proven to be much more
effective in sterilizing the micro-organisms
[14].
Employing this device, in the present study,
the effects of plasma on blood coagulation
under both in vivo and in vitro conditions were
investigated. Friedman et al. suggested that
irradiation of cold plasma by Floating
Electrode Dielectric Barrier Discharge (FEDBD) device in vivo increases the coagulation
speed of blood drops of normal healthy
humans [15,16]. The results of the present
study on blood droplets coagulation is in
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agreement with the previous research findings.
Plasma treatment in the experimental group
significantly decreased the time required for
coagulation of blood droplets from 8 minutes
to just 10 seconds. Plasma is able to catalyze
the complex biochemical processes involved
in blood coagulation. The effect of cold
plasma on blood coagulation depends on
neither gas temperature nor blood temperature
[10]. By activating the platelets and creating
fibrin strands, plasma accelerates the process
of blood coagulation and covers surface of the
sample with a visible thin layer. The major
advantage of plasma is that it only affects the
surface of blood droplets in the coagulation
process and since it does not penetrate deep in
the blood, the risks of blood clotting and other
post-surgery side-effects can be avoided. This
technology is thus quite beneficial to thin layer
tissues such as those of the liver, because it
minimizes the risks of tissue burns and
necrosis as compared with other conventional
methods such as electric knife [9,17-19]. In
vivo plasma treatment significantly reduced
the time required for complete blood
coagulation in the liver of experimental group
as compared with the control group.
Histological studies also revealed no
significant tissue damages in the plasmatreated liver and just a 12-micron necrosis
layer was observed, and the lower cells were
entirely normal with no sign of damage.
Plasma produced from argon has a highsterilizing effect of the lesions and plays an
important role in infection-reduction by
deactivating the active bacteria. By producing
nitric oxide (NO) radicals, argon plasma
increases the platelets activation and
aggregation, causes proliferation of fibroblasts
and fibrin production, and stops the bleeding.
This technology may thus be employed for
rapid coagulation of blood during surgeries.

Nitric oxide plays also a vital role in blood
coagulation, regulating the immune system,
inducting phagocytosis, proliferation of
keratinocytes, collagen synthesis, and woundhealing [20-22]. Safety with cold plasma
technology is the major factor that encourages
its use in medicine and during surgeries. The
findings of the present research indicate that
plasma irradiation at the time of surgery not
only accelerates the blood coagulation process,
but also leaves no sign of tissue burn or injury
[10,20,23].

5. Conclusion
The results of the current study showed that
the cold plasma produced from argon
significantly increases the in vitro speed of
blood coagulation. It also accelerates in vivo
coagulation of liver blood without causing
significant tissue damages or necrosis. By
production of nitric oxide, plasma increases
activation and aggregation of platelets, causes
proliferation of fibroblasts and fibrin
production, accelerates blood coagulation
process, and thus stops the bleeding by its
sterilizing mechanism, plasma reduces the
chance of infection as well. Therefore, plasma
technology has the potential to be widely
employed for blood coagulation and wound
healing in various branches of medicine.
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